SANSKRIT 9606 – C.I.E. A-LEVEL 2016
MARKING SCHEME
General Note: In all cases reasonable alternative answers which are not specifically mentioned
in the marking scheme will be accepted, and either some of the marks or all of the marks for
that question will be awarded. Candidates may use upper or lower case initial letters for
transliterating Sanskrit proper nouns. By ‘construal’ is meant understanding the overall meaning of the words as a sentence and conveying this in the English translation.

PAPER 1.PRESCRIBED TEXTS
1. Buddhacarita of Avaghoa

(i) Chap. 3, vv 41 to 46
(a) ‘Then, his charioteer said, “O gentle one, this is the very great misfortune called disease,
which has developed having its origin in inflammation of the humours, by which even
this capable man has been made dependent.”’
[4]
(b) (i) ‘with a swollen belly’ –– bahuvrhi compound
(ii) ‘misfortune of disease’ –– 6th case tatpurua compound

[2]
[2]

(c) Prince Buddha is witnessing disease for the first time in his life. He has been taken out
of the royal palace by a charioteer. According to the story the diseased man was a
creation of the gods.

[2]

(ii) Chap. 12, vv 95 to 100
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[2]

(b) ‘Whatever he lost from his body by that austerity, that became a greater increase
of his brilliance.’

[4]

(c) (i) ‘desiring peace’ –– 6th case tatpurua compound
(ii) ‘whose depth is never diminished’ –– bahuvrhi compound

[2]
[2]

[Total: 10 + 10 = 20 marks]
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2. Manu

(i) Chap. 1, vv 1 and 2; Chap. 2, vv 95 to 98
(a) ‘Lord, kindly declare to us, precisely and in sequence, the laws for all classes of
society, including those of mixed origin.’

[4]

(b) (i) ‘great sages’ –– karmadhraya compound
(ii) ‘one of conquered senses’ –– bahuvrhi compound

[2]
[2]

(c) Any two of the following:
(i) renunciation of desires far excels their attainment
(ii) the senses are most effectively restrained through knowledge
(iii) restraint is not effective for one whose being is corrupted
(iv) one who is free of elation and disgust when sensing, has conquered his senses

[2]

(ii) Chap. 4, vv 238 to 242
(a) ‘For in the next world, neither father nor mother remain for the sake of a companion,
nor son, nor wife, nor relative. Only virtue remains.
Alone a creature is born and verily alone it dies. Alone it reaps the fruit of a good deed
and verily alone it reaps the fruit of a bad deed.’
[4]
(b) (i) ‘all creatures’ –– karmadhraya compound
(ii) ‘like a log or clod of earth’ –– bahuvrhi compound

[2]
[2]

(c) dharma in these verses refers to merit earned in this life which can be carried over to
one’s next life. Other meanings of dharma can be justice or religion.

[2]

[Total: 10 + 10 = 20 marks]
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3. Upaniads

(i) Kaha Up. 2:2: 9, 13, 14, 15
(a) ‘As fire which is one, entering this world becomes varied in shape according to the
object it burns, so also the one Self within all beings becomes varied according to
whatever it enters and also exists outside.’

[4]

(b) (i) ‘of those which are not eternal’ –– nañ tatpurua compound
(ii) ‘moon and stars’ –– dvandva compound

[2]
[2]

(c) ‘Does it shine of itself or does it appear?’ This asks whether the Supreme
shines by itself or whether it is reflected in the world.

[2]

(ii) Bhadrayaka Up. 4:3: 7 and 4:3: 32, 33
(a) ‘This is one’s highest goal. This is one’s highest attainment. This is one’s highest world.
This is one’s highest bliss. Other creatures subsist on a tiny measure of this very bliss.’ [4]
(b) (i) ‘having light within’ –– bahuvrhi compound
(ii) ‘the world of the creator’ –– 6th case tatpurua compound

[2]
[2]

(c) the fathers, the gandharvas, the gods through action, the gods by birth, Prajpati
[any four of these; 1/2 mark each]

[2]

[Total: 10 + 10 = 20 marks]
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4. Bhagavad Gt and akara’s Commentary

(i) Chap. 7, vv 7 and 8; Chap. 16, vv 4 and 5

(a) ‘O wealth winner, there is nothing higher than me; all this is strung on me as rows of
pearls on a thread.
O Arjuna, I am the taste in water, the light in the sun and the moon, Om in all the Vedas,
the sound in ether, the manliness in men.’
[4]
(b) (i) ‘ignorance’ –– nañ tatpurua compound
(ii) ‘O descendent of Pu’ –– vddhi form, making a patronymic

[2]
[2]

(c) abhaya, fearlessness; sattvasauddhi, purity of mind; dna, generosity;
dama, control; etc.

[2]

(ii) akarabhya on Bhagavad Gt, Chap. 14, v 5

(a) ‘And they, born of unmanifest nature, the illusion of the Lord, bind, as it were,
O mighty armed one, i.e. whose powerful arms extend to the knees, the immutable,
embodied one in the body, immutable as spoken of in the text, “Since it is without a
beginning.”’

[4]

(b) (i) ‘of the constituents and what is constituted by them’ –– dvandva compound
(ii) ‘knower of the field’ –– 2nd case tatpurua compound

[2]
[2]

(c) (i) He gives synonyms, e.g. dehe and arre in line 10.
(ii) He quotes scripture to support his points, as in line 11.
(iii) He explains specific words, as in explaining the interpretation of gua in lines 4 to 6. [2]

[Total: 10 + 10 = 20 marks]
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PAPER 2.

UNPREPARED TRANSLATION.
UNPREPARED COMPREHENSION AND
PROSE COMPOSITION.

1.
Bhma said:
Having cut away, through that Yoga, these ﬁve faults, simply attachment and delusion,
likewise affection, lust and anger, they obtain that. And just as large ﬁsh, having cut through
a net, return to water, so followers of the system of Yoga, free from sin, return to that abode.
Just as powerful forest animals break through a net and are released, in just the same way
those who are free from all bonds attain the pure path. O king, in this way the followers of
the system of Yoga, endowed with strength, having broken through the bonds born of greed
acquire the pure and auspicious higher path. However weak forest animals, O king, are
without doubt destroyed in the nets just as one who is without the strength of Yoga. O son
of Kunt, just as weak ﬁsh who have been caught in a net are destroyed, so, O lord of kings,
very weak followers of the system of Yoga are ruined. O king, just as a weak man is carried
away by the current of a river, so the follower of the system of Yoga who lacks strength is
helplessly carried away by the objects of sense.
[A mark out of 15 is awarded for the translation of each verse. The total marks are then
divided by 7.]
[15 marks]

2. (a) in the three [1] worlds [1]

[2]

(b) He will never [1] do anything [1] unpleasant to her [1].

[3]

(c) affection towards a human being [1]

[1]

(d) Rma has been banished from his kingdom [1] and has failed to achieve his
object [1] and his life is of limited duration [1].

[3]

(e) By which [1] qualities [1] of Rma is she attracted [1]?

[3]

(f) ‘together with [1] his friends [1] and his people [1]’ bahuvrhi [1]

[4]

(g) ‘a very [1] evil [1] natured [1] demon [1] deluded [1] by lust [1]’
[1 mark construal]

[7]

(h) ‘That illustrious lady [1], when grabbed [1] by Rvaa [1], cried out [1]
at the top of her voice [1] “Rma!” [1]’ [1 mark construal]

[7]

[Total: 30/2 = 15 marks]
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3.
The sage / Mrkaeya / performed / many / austerities. / He was / immersed / in
deep / meditation / for a long time. / Indra, / the lord / of the gods, / was / full of
fear, / thinking / ‘Mrkaeya / will soon / become / too powerful’. / Therefore / the
god / of love / was sent / to the sage. / The god of love / approached /
Mrkaeya / and beautiful / women / danced / in his / presence. / A host / of
heavenly musicians / sang. / Mrkaeya, / however, / was not / distracted. /
Finally / heavenly nymphs / were sent. / One of these / was called / Puñjikasthal, /
who was playing / with a ball. / From her loosened / hair / ﬂowers / fell. / At that
very time / her / garment / was carried away / by the wind. / Seeing this, / the god /
of love / shot / his arrows / towards / the sage, / but / Mrkaeya / remained /
immobile. / Indra / was dejected. / The sage / did not / feel / even / anger. /

[Each section carries 2 marks for vocabulary and grammar, giving a maximum of 150 marks.
This total is then divided by ten, giving a total out of 15. A mark out of 5, for style, idiom and
general impression, is awarded according to the following table.]

Style Marks

Description of Style Mark Categories

5

Fluent and idiomatic.

4

Judicious recasting of the English with fair choice of vocabulary mostly in
accordance with Sanskrit idiom.

3

Some attempt to move beyond the literal to an idiomatic rendering of the
text through the use of grammatical structures.

2

Some evidence of the use of idiom, e.g. connectives, word order.

1

Very literal translation with only an occasional attempt to capture Sanskrit idiom.

0

Very literal translation with virtually no attempt to capture Sanskrit idiom.
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Model answer:

AixmR|kR_weyo bhUin tp|,Sykrot\«
inmGn:«

s icre- gM#Ir+y|ne

£N¥o deveZvro #y|ivXqo÷icNtyNm|kR_weyo÷icre-|-

itp/blo #ivXytIit«

tSm|Tk|mdev Aix, p/eixt:«

m|kR_weym|gCçTsuN dyoR n|yRZc tSy smIpe÷nºTyn\«

g-o÷g|yt\«
p/ie xt|:«

m|kR_weyStu n Vy|ku ilt:«

k|mdevo
gN=vR-

aNtto÷Psrs:

ét|s|mek| pu^{jkS@|lI n|m kNduken|ÆIwt\«

tSy| muÇkeze~y: puXp|_yptn\«
v|yun|pv|ihtm\«

td\dº¢| k|mdev Aix, p/it zr|niápt\«

m|kR_weySTvclo÷itXQt\«

n|Nv#vt\»

t^SmNnev k|le tSy| vS],

£N¥o inivR_-:«

Aix: Æo=mip
[ 20 marks ]
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PAPER 3.
and

A.

A.
B.

SHORT ESSAYS.
either
(i) PINIAN GRAMMAR
or
(ii) HIGHER LEVEL PROSE COMPOSITION.

Short Essays

12 marks per essay. Candidates are expected to write about 300 words for each of their
answers, making relevant points, and producing a reasoned argument where necessary. Marks
should be awarded on the basis of the following chart.

Essay Marks

11-12

9-10

8

6-7

4-5

Description of Mark Categories
Exceptional work. Excellent ability to organise material, and thorough knowledge and full consideration of the essay title. Really articulate and intelligent
answers should be considered in this category even if there are still flaws and
omissions.
Very good. Close attention to detail of texts, well structured writing, perceptive
use of illustration, good insight when discussing issues. Ability to look beyond
the immediate material and to show some wider understanding of underlying
themes.
Painstaking. Sound knowledge of texts, mainly relevant. Some attempt to
address the essay title, showing some understanding. Possibly not in full control of material; solid but indiscriminate. Some conscientious candidates fall into
this category: they tend to write too much as they are reluctant to leave out anything they have learnt.
Fair relevance and knowledge. Better organised than in the 4-5 category: the
candidate probably understands the demands of the essay title without being
able to develop a very thorough response. Still a fairly simple, black and white
approach. Some ‘learnt’ material but better control and focus than below.
Sound, if simple and superficial, knowledge of texts. Makes assertions without
being able to illustrate or develop points. Probably still too dependent on memorised oddments but there may be a visible attempt to relate these to the question.

3

Some very basic material but not much sense of understanding or ability to
address the essay title. Very general, unspecific approach. Random, bitty
structure. Signs of organisation and relevance should be looked for in case the
answer can be considered for 4 marks.

2

Marginally more knowledge than in the 0–1 category. The candidate may have
read the texts but is probably unable to see beyond half-remembered notes.
Insubstantial; very little relevance. May have problems writing fair English and
will be unable to express ideas comprehensibly.

0-1

No discernible material. Often very inadequate language. 1 mark in this category is awarded almost on the basis of quantity, provided there is also a hint
of relevance to the essay title. It is possible for a candidate to write a whole
page demonstrating no knowledge at all (has the candidate read the book?),
containing only misunderstood background facts or very vague general
remarks unrelated to the essay title.
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B.

Either (i) Pinian Grammar option

Essay Questions [only one to be attempted, 10 marks]:
1

The answer should explain how Patañjali commented on only a selection of the stras
in depth, whereas the Bhaoji Dkita approach was to reorganise the whole corpus
according to a systematic scheme of subjects.

2 The logical nature of the Sanskrit language should be spoken of along with examples of
the systematic structure inherent in Sanskrit grammar.
3 The answer should draw out the difference between an inﬂected language and reliance
on prepositions and pronouns, the effect of this on word order in each case and the
systematic nature of dhtus and their sufﬁxes etc.
Technical Questions [four to be answered, 6 marks each]:
4. (i) the unvoiced consonants, (ii) the vowels, (iii) the voiced consonants, excluding
the semi-vowels, nasals and ‘h’.
5. ‘tasya lopa’, a paribh stra, explaining how to interpret the inner or ‘meta’ language
of the stras. It tells how ‘it’ letters are replaced by an elision.
‘ade gua’, is a sajñ stra, saying that the name ‘gua’ applies to short ‘a’, ‘e’ and ‘o’.
6. ‘hrasva laghu’, a short vowel is light, ‘sañyoge guru’, (that vowel) before a conjunct
consonant has weight, ‘drghañ ca’, and so has a long vowel.
7. (i) abhavat mm >
abhavad mm >
(ii) rma asti
>
rma r asti >
rma u asti
>
rmo asti
>

abhavad mm (by ‘jhalñ jao’nte’ )
abhavan mm (by ‘yaro’nunsike’nunsiko v’ )
rma r asti (by ‘sasajuo ru’ )
rma u asti (by ‘ato ror aplutd aplute’ )
rmo asti (by ‘d gua’ )
rmo’sti (by ‘ea padntd ati’ )

8. (i) ‘mukhansikvacano’nunsika’, a letter sounded through mouth and nose together,
(ii) ‘vddhir daic’, , ai or au,
(iii) ‘svatantra kart’, the agent of the action.
9. (i) c, ch, j, jh, ñ, (ii) a long , (iii) the Perfect tense system of endings.
10. s au jas, am au as,  bhym bhis, e bhym bhyas, as bhym bhyas,
as os m, i os sup.
[Total: 34 marks]
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B.

Or (ii)

Higher Level Prose Composition

Saubhari, / the old / sage, / went / to king / Mndht / and asked / to
marry / one / of his daughters. / The king, / shocked, / but / fearing / that
the sage / would curse / him / if / forbidden, / said / that / it was the
custom / in his family / that husbands / were chosen / by daughters. /
Saubhari / replied / ‘I shall then / meet / your / daughters. / If / I am /
chosen / by one, / I shall marry / her.’ /
The sage / was taken / to the inner apartments / of the palace. / Having
entered, / he assumed, / by magic, / an exceedingly / handsome / form. /
It was announced / to the daughters / ‘This / is the pious / sage /
Saubhari. / Whichever / daughter / wishes / to marry / him / may do so.’ /
The princesses / were / full of love / and desire, / and all / wished / to
have / the sage / as their husband. / So / they all / became / his wives, /
and lived / happily. /

[Each section of the passage carries 2 marks maximum for vocabulary and grammar, giving a
maximum of 150 marks for the whole text. This total is then divided by 5, giving a total out of
30. A mark out of 4, for style, idiom and general impression, is awarded according to the
following table.]

Style Marks

Description of Style Mark Categories

4

Fluent and idiomatic.

3

Judicious recasting of the English with fair choice of vocabulary mostly in
accordance with Sanskrit idiom.

2

Some attempt to move beyond the literal to an idiomatic rendering of the
text through the use of grammatical structures.

1

Very literal translation with only an occasional attempt to capture Sanskrit idiom.

0

Very literal translation with virtually no attempt to capture Sanskrit idiom.
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Model answer:

sO#IrvRºå AixnºRp, m|N=|t|r, gTvEk|, kNy|, ivv|h|@|Rm-

y|ct\«

fmi@|to nºpo yƒymºix: fitixåStIhR s m|,

zpeidit #yen|icNtyt\«

tSm|Tpty: kNy|i#vRºt| £it

rIitrSmTku l £Tyvdt\«

kNy|i#: sh imilXy|im«

pIr-eXy|mIit«

sO#Ir: fTyvd.to÷h, #vt:
yƒhmeky| vºtStIhR t|,

Aix: f|s|dSy|Nt:purm|nIt:«

fivZy m|yy|itsuN drÓpmkrot\«
=|imRk Aix: sO#ir:«

kNy|~yo inveidtmy,

y| k|icTkNy|Sy #|y|R

#ivtuimCçit sEv, #veidit«

t|: svR| AixpitTvmECçn\«

#UTv| su,en|jIvn\»

s

r|jpu}yo÷nur|gk|m|ivXq|:«

tSm|.|: svR|StSy #|yR|

[ 34 marks ]

END
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